a. Remove ammunition box cover and load. Push ammunition down to the gun.

b. Remove elevation hand crank from its clip and attach it to shaft. Be sure that the hand brake (figure 72) is locked.

c. Move elevation hand crank to "IN" position. It may be necessary to loosen hand brake and rock hand crank back and forth before hand wheel can be moved to "IN" position.

d. Move elevation power clutch to "OUT" position using clutch handle, then, replace handle in its clip.

e. Loosen elevation brake slowly while holding elevation hand crank firmly.

f. Turn elevation hand crank in down direction until turret revolves to low limit of elevation (-90 degrees).

g. While holding elevation hand crank, open turret door, reach inside, and move elevation power clutch to "IN" position.

h. Move elevation hand clutch to "OUT" position, remove hand crank, and replace it in its clip.

i. Enter turret. Close door securely. Be sure door handles are pushed all the way up and that the